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Following is the postscript in. the 9 o'clock news to-night -

the recorded voices of soldiers, and is the story of the 50th
Division's brilliant withdrawal through the Axis positions in

Libya, The commanding Officer, Major-General W.H.O. Ramsden,
summarises the whole operation in these few words:

"My Division is in great heart after successful

operations; we attacked the enemy at night, surprised

him, penetrated his lines, and in the ensuing twentyfour
hours moved a long distance across the desert,"

An Army Tank Officer:-

Our job was to crash forward in the gathering darkness - out for the infantry,
and make a gap in the enemy line, through which our transport could pass. We were

relying on sheer weight of numbers, and the effect of surprise and darkness combined.

Zero hour was 8.30 and dead on time, I watched the two leading troops of tanks, with

their supporting infantry, move forward. My troop and my own infantry followed five

hundred yards behind.

The enemy guns ranged on us just as we moved off, and. the infantry had rather

a thin time of it, hopping in and out of their lorries according to the number of

shells falling near them. The first tanks closed in on their objectives and at

that moment the sun went down and from then onwards ww were fighting in a chaotic

swirl of dust and smoke and gloom.

I knew the moment the leading tanks had reached their objective, from the quick

crosstalk that came over the radio-telephone, which was punctuated by the rattling of

the tank's machine-guns, My own effort to widen the original gap by moving west was

thwarted by a minefield, so I turned back and joined in the general dogfight*

It was quite dark now, and the whole scene was a pandemonium of red, green and

white flashes, golden glowing shellbursts, and blazing motor-lorries. I could

see our own infantry, dodging around us, and rapping up the forward divisions of

the enemy. The rest of the local action for my part consisted of driving in contin-

uous circles, firing at anything that pooped off.

We were then rallied back to the head of the transport column by our C
.O.,

and

formed an armoured head round it; we then charged, south into the darkness; the effect

was that of a steam-roller* We simply flattened our tents, messes, lorries or anything
that got in the way, including the enemy themselves.

There are two things I would like to stress; firstly, the splendid behaviour of

all ranks, especially the drivers, who in most cases drove for fortyeight hours with-

out a break. And secondly, the wonderful performance of our tanks, the Valentines,

which, if only they carried a bigger gun would be the finest fighting machines in

the world.

/An Infantry
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An Infantry Lieutenant from Withernsea, Near Hull:-

I led in a platoon of Yorkshire infantrymen on the left of our sector; we

went in behind the first waves of the Valentine tanks; we proceeded as faras

possible in troop-carryins transport, and when we came under such heavy shellfire

that had to dismount, we dismounted, and formed up on the edge of the

minefield. We got down on to the ground, and proceeded down the slope towards

the enemy positions.

We come under very heavy machine-gun fire, and I was amazed at the way the

boys followed, and the spirit in which they went in. They showed very great

detemination, very great skill of tactics and movement, and I was really proud

to see these Yorkshire boys had really taken their training, and when it came

to doing the job properly, had done it so well.

When we reached the enemy lines, we get to the first trenches, and we found
that the enemy simply couldn’t face it; they were ducked down in their trenches,

and as we went up to them, came up crying for mercy. So - some of then were

shot down that were troublesome, others were just sent behind us, to be dealt

with by the following waves.

Web stayed there, and held the gap for approximately four hours, but except
for the small counter-attack that came, we had no more trouble, and when we came

out, the only trouble we encountered was when we ran into an Iti leaguer, and there

was a little bit of shooting up, but everything came through alright,

An Infantry Major from Newcastle:-

My job was to take a column and force a way through the enemy positions

and then hold that position as bridgehead, so that the remainder of the troops

could come through. I was then to withdraw, and make my way back the best way

I could .

As darkness fell, we forced a camp to hold the bridgehead to prevent a

counter-attack coming in. We held that position for about four hours, during
which we took several prisoners. From some of these prisoners I learnt that

seven kilometres behind this position and across, the axis of the withdrawal of

the troops was a German position, I therefore considered that my job was to

splash this German position to prevent a counter-attack from there, I then took

what I had left of my force and assaulted this position, We spent some time

on this position, mopping up and churning round.

A SeargantMajorfrom Hexam-on-Tyne.

First of all we sort of felt our way in, under the heavy concentration, and

it was just like hell let loose; and the nearer we got to our objective, the more

confident we became. In fact we became that confident that on reaching or

approaching the objective, we commenced to sing and to show our utter contempt
of the Italians we opened out with "There'll always be an England". And then

some of the boys began to give the time, "Left right, left right," ignoring

everything in front of them.

And then some one started up with "The Blaydon Races." Yes it was a scene never

to be forgotten, an inspiration, - of Tommy and Tommy alone. This was Tommy at

his best. Believe me, folks, there was no resistance from the Italians, The

demoralisation effect was tremendous.
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A Gunner stated

Three tanks cane down to attack all cur vehicles which were harboured:

up in the, dead (?) ground* My guns, they were in position, and they waited

until these fellows cone right up on top of the ridge, and then they opened
fire*

It really was incredible how quickly the action was over. In less than

three minutes, I should say, two of these tanks were, going up in flames, and

the centre one we saw the crew got out as fast as they could. It was the

first time my chaps have drawn blood with these new weapons, and I think

they're very anxious to get at it again*

A platoon sergeant of the Durham Light Infantry:-

We're making our way towards Tobruk, with a column, when we were

intercepted by heavy shellfire and fire from machine-guns on our right* So

what we did - the Commanding Officer immediately organised a Battalion; we whipped
out of our three-tonners, troop-carriers, and made our way to the top of the

ridge; then we went forward to where we thought the fire was coming from, and

we went about a thousand yards, and we came to within thirty yards of the

German positions,

The Germans were in a wadi; they'd probably been there for two or three

days. They opened up on us, with rifle fire, and a couple of light machine-guns;

we fixed our bayonets and made a charge, and as soon as they saw our bayonets,

they saw us making a charge, they - first few chaps came out with their hands

up, and we immediately took these prisoners, sent 'em back, and then we were

fired on by se=ome Germans on our right.

They had machine-guns etcetera, and they were blazing away at us, and the

officer who I was with was wounded; I then took the force forward; we made our

way to where they were hiding behind stones, and where they'd dug in, etcetera,
and we - then we madea dash for them, and they also came out with their hands in

the air, and the armoured cars who were on our right - our armoured, cars by the

way - were on our right, they opened up on the machine-guns, abd they gave it up

too. So Jerry just held his hand up, and we just roped 'em in, and brought 'em

back; they didn't show much fight, and he - they was terrified when they saw

the aggressive look, on all the faces of the lads who lived in with their bayonets.

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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